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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is incorrect with respect to XML? 

A. An XML document features high data readability 

B. An XML document can be transmitted over general-use protocols such as HTTP and SMTP 

C. XML is designed with the ideal structure for storage in an RDB (relational database) 

D. Some RDBs (relational databases) can output results data in XML format 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is clearly an unnecessary step in procedures to create digital signature via XML-Signature? 

A. Prepare a key for signing 

B. Normalize the subject of the signature (normalization via Canonical XML, etc.) 

C. Remove namespaces in the subject of the signature 

D. Calculate a digest of the subject of the signature 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When receiving an XML document following the DTD defined by NewsML (portions modified for this question), the
document is processed via SAX programming. 

Push the Exhibit Button to load the referenced "DTD". When processing the following "XML Document" according to the
method shown by "SAX Processing," which of the following correctly describes the output results (print method output)?
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Note that the attribute value is not output for this question. 

A. All character data of elements can be output, ignorable white spaces are not output 

B. All character data of elements can be output, and ignorable white spaces are also output 

C. A portion of character data of elements cannot be output 

D. No character data of elements can be output 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

When processing the following "XML Document" according to the method shown by "DOM Processing," which of the
following correctly describes the output results (print method output)? 
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B. 43 

C. 42 

D. 33 

E. 32 

F. 31 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

Select which of the following correctly describes the results of performing a validation check on "XML Document".
Assume that the XML parser correctly processes the XML Schema schemaLocation attribute. 

A. Valid 

B. The coding for the XML Schema Document is not appropriate; therefore, an error is thrown (initial error)
whenprocesing the "testml.xsd" import element 

C. The coding for the XML Schema Document is not appropriate; therefore, an error is thrown (initial error)
whenprocesing the "testml.xsd" "" 
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D. No processing error, but is not valid. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Use XSLT transformation to create XML according to the schema (portions modified for this question) defined by
TravelXML. 

Perform XSLT transformation on the "XML Document" using the following "XSLT Style Sheet". Select which of the
following correctly describes the results of performing a validation check on the post-transformation XML against the
schema ("XML Schema" referenced when the Exhibit Button is pushed). 

A. The root element (document element) of the post-transformation XML is an empty element, and the post-
transformationXML is not valid against the schema 

B. The post-transformation XML does not include the required elements defined by the schema (all elements defined
oncethey have appeared, namespace reflected); therefore, is not valid 

C. The post-transformation XML includes all of the required elements defined by the schema (all elements defined
oncethey have appeared, namespace reflected); however, is not valid 
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D. The post-transformation XML is valid 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Select a valid XML Document against the "XML Schema" referenced when the Exhibit Button is pushed. 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following does not correctly describe WSDL (WSDL 1.1)? 

A. Under the WSDL definition, you can use the import element to import another WSDL definition 

B. You do not need to specify a binding element when creating a WSDL definition 

C. When a service operation is a "One-way" type, you can specify a fault element to designate the error message type
asthe child element of the operation element within the protType element 

D. When a service operation is a "Request-response" type, you can specify a fault element to designate the error
messagetype as the child element of an operation element within the portType element 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 9

When processing the following "XML Document" according to the method shown by "SAX Processing," which of the
following correctly describes the output results (print method output)? 

A. EastWest 

B. EastandWest 

C. EastWest 

D. East 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is a correct statement about XML security? 

A. To encrypt an XML document using XML Encryption, the XML document must already have been normalized
(normalizationvia Canonical XML, etc.) 

B. To attach a digital signature to an XML document using XML-Signature, the XML document must already have
beennormalized (normalized via Canonical XML, etc.) 

C. SSL cannot be used as security when sending an XML document 

D. To encrypt an XML document using XML Encryption, character encoding for the XML document must be UTF-16 

Correct Answer: B 
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